
WnmNc AN HxpTRIMENTAL FknpoRT
F ROM INTRODUCTION TO CONCLUS ION

Now it:s time to write a report about your experiment. But, first [et's answer

TIIE important question: Why do scientists bother to write a report about their ex-

periments? is it necessary for you to write a report about )/our experiment? lbu did

the experiment. You tested your hypothesis. You've learned what you wanted to leam.

Why not get on with something eise?

The answer is simple and straightforward. Experimental results must be sh.ared.

Each shared experiment adds to our knowledge about the universe. Unreporled ex-

periments do not add to this knowledge because oniy the investigator knows about

them. No one else can iearn from unreported results. Unreported experiments are so

useless that scientists say, "The unreported experiment is an undone experiment."

IvL{JOR COMPONEI{TS

Of the six parts of an experimental reporl, you have aiready ieained horv to do

four of them. The six major components of a simple report are:
h{arre --. t-tc*

lme

lntroduction

Experimental Design Diagram' ni{er;elg
Procedure
0 n5a7v.Sf 4,p' 5

Results (Data Tables, GraPhs)

Conclusion
P-g€ "tnc tg

AN INTRODUCTION

Learned in Ghapter 3

WILL LEARN IN THIS CHAPTER

Learned in Chapter 3

Learned in Chapter 7

Learned in Chapters g, 10, 11

WILL LEARN IN THIS GHAPTER

The introduction section of the report tells the reader what the research problem

was all about. It states your reason, or why you decided to studl' the topic you inves-

tigated: It also states your purpose, or what you hoped to learn by doing the experi-

ment. Finaliy, the introduction states your hlpothesis. The.introduction to an experi-

mental report provides answers to three suestions:
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Why did you conduct the experiment? (Heason)

What did you hope to learn? (Purpose)

What did you think would happen? (Hypothesis)

A CONCI USION

A conclusion is a summary of an experiment. Someone who reads only the con-

clusion section of your report should be able to understand what yow experiment

lvas about. The summary shouid give your resuits, describe what those findings

mean, and suggest new questions that should be investigated. A good conclusion can

be written by answering six questions'

1. What was the purpose of the experiment?

2. What were the major findings?

3. Was your hypothesis supported by the data?

4. How did your findings compare with other research or with inJormation in the textbook?

5, What possible explarrations can you give for the findings?

6. what recommendations do you have for further study and for improving the experiment?

SAMPLE REPORT

Study ihe science report on "The Effect of

Over-Crowding of Bush Bean Seeds on Plant

i{eight," that follows. The report contains all

the major components of a sirnple science

repott. The three questions for writing an inffo-

duction anclthe six qrtestions for writing a

conclusion are indicated in the margin' This

will allow you to see how the report answers

the questions for the introduction and the con-

ciusion. t

.fhe report is written in the third person using complete sentences. Each sentence

inclu.des e.nough of the question so tkdt you don't need the question to understand the

ans'v1el. It i.s irnportarrt that'the answers begin by phrasing the questions as state-

ments. For example, Question 3 of the introduction, "wtrat did you think would

happen?,, rnight be written like this: The researchel hypothesized that if the distance

between seeds is decre.ased, then the height of the piants will decrease'
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TITLE
. The Effect of Over-Crorvding of Bush Bean Seed-q on Pla.nt Height

Introduction
euestion 1: Reason The directions written on many seed packets state how far apart the seeds

in the packet should.be ptanted, such as 4 cm. They warn about crowding'

The directions, however, do not describe how tlie growth of plants that are

overcrowded will be harmed. Knowledge of horry close together seeds can

be planted without harm is important when growing space is limited.

euestion 2: purpose The purpose of this experiment was to determine the effect of decreasing

the distance between bush bean seeds on the height of the Plants. *,
euestion 3: Hypothesis The researcher hypothesized that if the dlstance between the seeds was

decreased below the recommended distance on the seed packet (4 cm).

then the height of the plants that grew from the seeds would also decrease.

a : , lltle: The Effect of Overcrowding of Bush Bean Seeds on Plant Height

W|[fn"=i=: lf the distance beb^,een the seeds is decreasecj below tne recomrnended distance of

4 cm, then the height of the plants will decrease'

Height of plants (cm)

Container-flower box, 50 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm

Soil-Bob's Potting, 10 cm deeP

Ligh!-Fluorescent shop light at 30 cm above plants with 2 40-watt light bulbs, 12 hr' light

per day irom.7 am to 7 Prn

Fertilizer-none
Water-250 ml sprinkled on plants every third day

Seeds-irush bean

fu , Lt, r, a[a
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PROCEDIIRE

Four flower boxes measuring 50 cm x 15 cm x 15

cm with Bob's Potting soil. Ten bush bean seeds were

first box. In the second box the 10 seeds were planted

cm were filled to a dePth of i0
pianted 0.5 cm aPart in the

1 cm apalt. In the third box the

Figure 12.1 Experimental Design Diagrarn

lV: Distance Between Seeds (cm)

4.0 cm
(control)

2.0 cm

10 seeds
(trials)

1 0 seeds
(trials)

10 seeds
(trials)

:10 seeds
(triats)
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7 i0 seecls were planted 2 cm apart. In the last box the 10 seeds were planted 4 cm

apart. Every third clay 250 ml of water were sprinkled eveniy on the soii in each box.

The b6xes were placed 30 cm below a fluorescent shop light. Each iight contained

two 40 watt regular fluorescent bulbs. The lights w€:re tumed on for a 12 hr. period

each day from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. The room was kept at24"C. The height of the plants

was measurecl in centimeters at the end of 30 days'

C'>rerut*ian5
RESULTS

Table 12.1 Effect of over-crowding on the Height of Bush Bean Plants
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Figqre 12.?. The Effect of Distance Between Bush Bean Seeds on Plant Height

012345
Distance Between Seeds (cm)

summary sentence: As the distance between the seeds decreased the height of

the plants aiso de.creased. The range in height was similar.
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CONCLUSION

Question 1: Purpose

Question 2: Major Findings

Question 3: Supportfor
Hypothesis

Question 4: ComParisons
With Other
Research

Question 5: Explanation

Question 6: lrnProvements
and Recom'
mendations

ft ste,gnr 45

The purpose of this experiment was to datermine the etfect of clecreas-
ing the disiance between planted bush bean seeds on the height that
plants would grow.

It was found that seeds planted close together were shorter. When
saeds were planted very ciose, the increased distance made more of a

difierence. For example, when the distance was doubled from 0.5 to 1

cm the plant haight increased by about 7 cm. Howe\rer, when the dis-

tance was doubled from 2lo 4 cm the plant height only clranged by

about 1 cm. The ranges in plant heights were similar.

The data supported the hypothesis tlrat decreasing the distance
between seeds would decrease the size of the plants.

These findings agree with the statemenls on seed packages andin
plant books that wam to avoid overcrowding,

When the plants were planted closer tog;ether, they competed for the
same light, air, water, and soil nutrients, Therefore, there vvere tewer
materials torthe plant to use in photosynthesis, the process by which it
makes food. Without the food the plant could not grow.

This study should be repeated using other kinds of seeds. The efiect of
spacing distances between 2 and 4 cm should also be investigated.
Possibly, plants could be grown slightly closer than 4 cm withoLt
causing much harm. The experiment could be improved by using more

seeds and by measuring the plants rnore often
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